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1. Main concern is ... GGS need him.

2. is very fragile.
   Last Friday was he with he was sick.
   First yr Art at La Trobe.
   Died in 1989.

3. Thinking about GGS as he leaves.
   Got in touch with natural mother (about 12 months ago).
   "Had been explained in a derogatory way."
   Found his new 
   who was responsible for 
   (not named to REDACTED to wife).

   He talked freely to his natural mother.
   In order parents from NL room
   involved.
   Rules to adjust to room involved.

4. Relationship occurred at school & has
   continued subsequently.

5. Companion passed on NL
   without further
   involved.

   Chair rider at 1st time.
grew to love art (final figure).

introduced to friends of some pensioners.

and in a degrading manner.

current phone calls in part from friends of

person involved.

very upset.

and ran inside a friend of

degradation at school.

On not Sunday

room, magazine a was confined to

basic orientation. The letter is a from a third party.

1985 was on a mission trip to

UK in re on 9

and in a
degradation way.